COSMIC Order Management
– A comprehensive solution you can rely on
With COSMIC Order Management, you can send orders and referrals, receive test
results and much more. The module is the link between you and for example the laboratory, and it simplifies and systematises your daily referral work. Here, you can create
orders for laboratory tests and imaging investigation.
REFERRALS AND ORDERS TO
EVERY SPECIALITY? YES, OF
COURSE
Order Management is specially adapted to work within every possible
healthcare setting. For lab tests alone
you have access to a large number of laboratory specialities such
as Clinical Chemistry, Microbiology,
Immunology, Blood/Transfusion and
Pathology. You can request several tests/studies in a single order.
To make it easier for the ordering
unit, it is possible to group analyses
and create your own studies/analysis
packages.

Furthermore, unique medical questions can be linked to every study/
analysis to be answered by the
requesting doctor (or the person collecting the sample) upon ordering.
The laboratory’s instructions concerning analyses and the taking of samples can also be displayed as part of
the request. A copy function makes
it simple to create a serie of orders
and of course it is possible to print off
labels for specimen pots. For radiological requests, Order Management
works by setting up responsible units
with various radiological services
available e.g USS, CT and MRI.

ANSWERS COME TO THE IN-TRAY
– A FOLLOW-UP FUNCTION
The order and referral answers come
back and are directed to an in-tray,
where nurses and doctors can easily
access the results relating to their
patients. Within this function it is possible for different care providers with
the appropriate access permission to
sign that they have been read. The
results are stored in list form, one
for each specialty. As with an inbox
results can be tagged as urgent by
both the lab and also the clinician.
The clinical values are shown numerically and can be displayed graphically – especially practical when you
want to demonstrate how the blood
values of a patient have varied during
a particular period.

FINELY CALIBRATED AT BOTH ENDS
Order Management is a two-way
street, connecting the labs/imaging
departments with the clinicians. It
also allows those receiving the order
to use COSMIC for their own use
to relay back information about for
example preparation for an examination or the types of sample tubes to
be used as well as requesting clinical
data such as antibiotic therapy.
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